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How our Brains Influence Decisions 
 

 Neuromarketing: Applies the findings of brain research to how humans make buying decisions 

 New Brain - controls how we think 

 Middle Brain - controls how we feel 

 Old Brain - controls decisions 
Which do you think has the greatest influence on what we buy? 

 
OLD BRAIN 
 

 Oldest part of brain still has most control 
  FLIGHT - avoid pain 
  FIGHT - survival 

 
Characteristics: Self Centered 

 What’s best for me? 
 Selling Lesson: 

    This is why talking about your business doesn’t reach customers - they have NO interest! 
 

Notices Contrast 
Sensitive to “before” and “after”- needs to see a BIG difference 

 Selling Lesson: 
 Customer must hear how product will give THEM an improvement over what they have now 
 

Reacts to Tangible 
  Selling Lesson: 
   Limit choices, keep it simple. 
   Use simple words like “fast” & “unbreakable” 
 
Short Attention 
  Likes to conserve energy- tunes out the middle, only hears beginning and end 

 Selling Lesson: 
 Keep presentation short - Always put most important first - Summarize most important at end 

Reacts to Visuals 
Removes us from danger before we even can think about it - Instinct, emotion 

 Selling Lesson: 
 Visuals have big impact on old brain - seeing it keeps it simple & simulates the part of the 
 brain that makes the decisions 
 

Tied to Emotion 
We remember the traumatic because emotional “triggers” reinforce remembering 

 Selling Lesson: 
 Never ignore a customer’s emotions - stories and connecting counts big 
 

Summary 
Old brain controls the final decisions  
6 types of Stimuli:  
 Self Centered / Sees Contrast / Notices Tangible / Short Attention / Visuals / Emotional 
Understanding this gives us access to the decision-maker 
Access gives us a chance to make sales 
 
 
 

 



Getting Access 
 

Find the Pain 
Ask the right QUESTIONS -  
 Because the old brain is self-centered, it seeks to avoid pain: FIND SOLUTIONS 
 INSIGHT:  desire to avoid pain is STRONGER than gaining a higher level of comfort 
 

Clear differentiation 
 Examples:  
  ‘Leading provider of’….neutral 
  ‘Only provider of’….clear, solid  

Customers are always asking themselves two questions: 
 1.  How does this compare to other options? 

2.  How does this compare to doing nothing? 
 

ASK: Is my solution uniquely able to cure my prospect’s need / pain? 

 
   Demonstrate the GAIN 
    Your claim doesn’t prove anything- old brain needs PROOF 
    Since visuals are effective, samples and past projects work very well here 

 
   Going Beyond Basics 
    “When I get ready to talk to people, I spend two-thirds of the time thinking about what they  
    want to hear, and one-third of the time on what I am going to say.”  - Abraham Lincoln 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL STYLES 
 

 Personalities place barriers between messages and the brain’s decision maker 
 Knowing the tendencies of each personality creates access to every type of customer 
 Ever notice how easy it is to sell to some customers and how hard it is to sell to others? 
 
 Basic Premises  
  1. We are creatures of habit 
  2. We make quick judgments about others 
  3. Focusing on BEHAVIOR  
   Reduces Judgment - Eases Tension 
  4. Customers buy when they feel comfortable  

 

The 4 Social Styles 
 The Pleaser: 

 Easygoing and loyal 

 They like non-threatening and friendly experiences 

 Described as warm and friendly 

 Can be wishy-washy 
 

 
 



The Passionate: 
 Very outgoing, enthusiastic,  high energy 

 Great at starting - not so great at finishing 

 Helpful and very social, but slow to make decisions 

 Considered a talker - very dramatic 

 Sometimes considered manipulative 
 

 The Controller: 
 Loves the thrill of a challenge, self-motivated  

 Driven, practical, and fast talking 

 Multi-tasker, decisive and direct 

 Can be seen as demanding 
 

 The Intellect: 
 Deliberate & well organized 

 Likes facts presented in a logical manner 

 Excel in completing tasks 

 Can be seen as overly-cautious and ‘by-the-book’ 
 

  
 
 
Motivators 
 

 Pleaser - Motivated by approval of others 
How to use it:  “Your friends will love it.” 
 

 Passionate - Motivated by recognition 
  How to use it:  “Your choice is unique.” 
 
 Controller - Motivated by accomplishment 
  How to use it:  “Let’s get this done.” 
 
 Intellect - Motivated by respect  

 How to use it:  “You’ve made a wise choice.” 
 
 

  
 
 
 
Selling to the different Social Styles 
 

  Controller 
 Keep it simple - no details 
 Talk about results - be business-like, move quickly 
 Stay focused - limit stories  
 Have difficult time with intellects  
 Like working with pleasers  
 Close the sale quickly 
 Let them lead - show what they ask for  

 
  Passionate  

 Let them talk - participate, be one of the gang. 
 Seek relationships - be enthusiastic!!!  
 Personal sharing is welcomed 
 Slowly steer conversation by asking the right questions. 
 Be patient - they tend to drift  
 Decision making is emotional 
 Easy to tie experience to an emotion (old brain) 

 



 
 

  Selling to an Intellect 
 Details, facts matter! 
 Decide slowly, many second thoughts 
 They don’t like very emotional people – “weak” 
 Often will do research before making decision 
 Share information - preservation grade materials  
 Don’t ask many personal questions 
 Repeat key points - be accurate 

 
 

  Selling to a Pleaser 
 Makes very slow decisions - don’t push or rush 
 Will avoid confrontation - gives in easily 
 Difficult to find their pain -  listen very carefully 
 Concern: how purchase will benefit others, value to the family 
 Won’t make a purchase for their own benefit   
 Use the term “we” –  team player 

 
 
Adapt and Connect 
 

 Versatility Builds Relationships: 
  Observe, Identify, and Adapt your sales style based on customer’s personality 

Indications of success: 
 Conversation clicks 
 Body language is positive 
 Feedback shows you are being received 
 You feel you are working together 
 Communication tension is gone and focus is on task 

 
  Style ID - Keys to Help 

  Observe Assertiveness 
    Does your client: 
     ASK QUESTIONS or TELL ANSWERS? 
      Intellect & Pleaser will ASK questions 
      Controller & Passionate will TELL 
 
   Observe Responsiveness 
    Is your client: 
     TASK ORIENTED or PEOPLE ORIENTED? 
      Intellect & Controller = TASK 
      Pleaser & Passionate = PEOPLE 
 
   Combine the Two Observations 
    Identify the Social Style of your Client 
     Intellect: Task / Ask 
     Passionate:  Tell / People 
     Controller:  Task / Tell 
     Pleaser: Ask / People 
 
   Tips for Adapting 
    If you are a Pleaser: 

    Move more quickly for most people 
    You already listen well - advise more 
    Increase assertiveness 
    Take more risks - YOU are the professional 
 

     
 



If you are a Controller: 
    Slow down for most people 
    Increase your listening - find pain 
    Relinquish control - outcome 
    Be more patient, relaxed 

    
    If you are an Intellect: 

    Smile more 
    Show more interest and appreciation 
    Relax and share more 
    Show more enthusiasm 

 
    If you are a Passionate: 

    Listen more 
    Slow down 
    Stay calm - check your details 
    Increase concentration & focus  

 
 
 
 
 
 
   Value of Personality Analysis 

   Allows you to accept others more easily 
   Improves your awareness of behavior 
   Allows you to dissect and improve your own weaknesses, achieve better balance 
   Vastly improves relationships with others 

 
   Trust - the Key to any Relationship … 
    … is formed when there is a shared belief that you can depend on each other  
    to achieve a common purpose 
 
   Factors that form Trust 

  Empathy - If they don’t know you care, they won’t care what you know 
  Credibility - Competence, commonality, intent 

 
    What Kind of Empathy? 
     Old Brain Hates the Pain 
      What kind of pain do customers perceive when shopping for custom framing? 
      Research shows- 

 Perceived as time consuming process 
 Ultimate price is unknown and elusive 
 Choices can be overwhelming 
 Pressure to make “perfect choice” -  
  High cost 
  Valuable item 
  On display for all to see 

     Empathy – Eases the Pain 
     Anxiety comes from unanswered questions 
     Answer key questions BEFORE they are asked 
     Empathy builds trust because you demonstrate an understanding for their pain 
     Asking questions is key to reducing anxiety and building relationships 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 



Putting it Together 
 

  Making the Sale is the Result of: 

   1.  Getting access to the old brain 
   2.  Observing the style of the customer 
   3.  Adapting to their style 
   4.  Building trust by gathering information and reducing anxiety (pain) by volunteering information 
   5.  Providing solutions that benefit the concerns and personality of the client 
   6.  Support the sale by following up – a relationship is on-going 
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